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What is Neo Art Space?
Neo Art Space is the first galaxy of immersive VR art and features 
the most cutting-edge immersive light art anyone has experienced. 

Award-winning multimedia artist Philip Noyed, the creator of Neo 
Art Spae, aims to have visitors feel a sense of awe and wonder 
while creating their own adventure.     

Neo Art Space is designed to be transcendent art experience that’s 
wow-inspiring, healing, meditative and joyful.

Neo Art Space contains over 30 beautiful light experiences - 
bioluminescent crystal caves, radiantly colorful forests, electric 
energy fields, aurora borealis skies, geometric light spaces and 
planets you enjoy as you walk through star systems. 

Emmy-Award Winning musician, Jim Oliver, provides spatial sound 
that is ethereal, light and beautiful with his Harmonies of Light 
composition “Red Moon Eclipse.”   

Interactivity  
> Users can touch globes and have fireworks, butterflies, fireflies,   
   appear.
> Sound and music changes as you move through the experience
> Clear globes allow you to see the experience in chroma color  
   (colors amplified into rainbow prisms)
> Art creation stations: 
 Globe of pixels that can be molded by touch 
 Wave Art creatorr
> Neo Wisdom poem generator
> View an Eclipse
> Enter a circling Mercaba to find alignment
> Meditate in a Rainbow Pyramid
>Walk in Space



Neo Art Space is vast in scale 
In the real world, Neo Art Space would be 100,000 square 
feet and 10 stories high. of art experiences horizontally 
and can go above and below to see the space. 

People create their own experience by teleporting along 
pathways, jumping through portals to new experiences, 
space walking or even flying.  

Multiple friends – from anywhere in the world – can enjoy 
this adventure together.  

Transportation and Usability 
> Start in a lobby with obelisks that explain how the  
    controllers work, how to photograph, how to navigate
> Second lobby has a map of the entire experience and  
   12 portals next to “billboards” that have image and  
   description of experience.  Portals allow people to 
    “beam me up Scotty” to a new experience
> Controller let’s you
    o Use teleporter to “hop” through the experience
    o Use joystick to hoover travel through experience
    o Use jetpack to fly in one area of the experience



Technology 
> PC-VR – requires PC equipped with wire to headset that  
   can be Quest 2 or Vive Pro (or other)
> Created using Tilt Brush Pro and has 40 million voxels     
   - perhaps the largest Tilt Brush painting ever created!
> Developed in Unity by Matt Foreman and Zach Chapman
> Can share via Dropbox - .exe file opens Neo Art Space  
   on PC and PC VR
> Can share via Steam Store with Key
> Philip can meet you and show you around the space
> Shorter beta version of overall landscape available 
> Multiplayer capability
> Unique Avatars 
> Ability to take photos with logos to share after the  
    experience
> 6DOF   

Neo Light Language 
To create an enhanced feeling of being in 
another galaxy,  the Neo Light Language 
was created and is used along with English.



Brand + Communication Design 
The brand and communications have been created 
including:
> Neo Art Space logo 
> Fonts and colors
> Copy explaining Neo Art Space
> Photographs
> Animated GIFs
> Short videos for social
> Video trailer
> “Making of” video
> Website: www.NeoArtSpace.com
> Social websites with over 2,000 followers
> Press Release
> Neo Art Space Press kit
> Philip Noyed Arist Press Kit
> Retail items such as T-Shirts

Physical Design Ready 
Physical art by Philip Noyed is available for shows to 
create an awesome real-world experience including
> Rainbow Light Pyramids 
> Geometric Illuminations
> Mobiles
> Prints
> Projections
> Videos
> Light installations



Philip Noyed - Overalll Creation

 
Philip Noyed is an innovative multimedia artist living and 
working in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Philip creates virtual 
reality (VR) art, abstract photographs, geometric illumination 
light sculptures, kinetic mobiles, videos, 3D paintings and 
mixed-media public art installations. 

His artwork represents the quintessential contemporary 
art movement using cutting-edge creative technology that 
is changing the way art is experienced today. Bold colors, 
light, and high-voltage geometric compositions characterize 
the variety of artworks he creates.

Through Neo Art Space, Philip wants people to revolutionize 
their idea of experiencing art. Instead of looking at curated 
art on walls or pedestals, Philip wants people to be fully 
immersed in the art and experience it with all their senses.  
People navigate freely to create their own unique experience 
… from rapidly hopping from portal to portal to simply 
meditating in a gorgeous light space.  

Philip has shown is art nationally and internationally.  He 
has won many awards both for his art and for Creative 
Direction. He was named “Artist of the Year 2022” by ART 
Tour International. His artwork has been featured in national 
and international magazines and he has been featured 
on TV, Radio and Podcasts.  He is a speaker on art and 
technology, the healing power of art and branding. 

www.PhilipNoyed.com
www.Neo Art Space.com



Jim Oliver - Music and Sound Design 

Emmy Award winning, multi keyboardist musician and 
composer Jim Oliver is a highly regarded pioneer of 
healing with sound and color. Since 1982 he has created 
more than 3500 hours of transformational healing music. 
Jim’s musical career has encompassed a vast range 
from performing with a symphony orchestra to being 
a Composer-in-Residence at Sundance Institute with 
Robert Redford. He is an extremely popular guest on 
radio shows and tele-summits world-wide.

Jim’s music study began more than 60 years ago when 
at age 5 he began formal piano lessons. Ultimately, Jim 
majored in Classical Organ at Hartt College of Music. 
He has passionately pursued the understanding of how 
music resonates with Body, Mind, Spirit and Emotions 
with the vision of being of the highest service through 
music and harmonized color. Jim’s special gift is to 
spontaneously welcome the Music of the Spheres. You 
experience the music with every cell in your body and the 
very Essence of your Beingness.

Recently, Jim has developed Harmonies of Light – a one-
of-a-kind lighting system that as Jim plays live music, 
the harmonically/mathematically related colors shine like 
aurora borealis. This is a profound, multi-dimensional 
experience. Jim livestreams Harmonies of Light Music 
and Color Experiences to people simultaneously 
connecting with each other from all over the world. This 
offers an expanded, harmonized place for  healing and 
self-awareness with high coherence and full integration 
with Your True Self.

wwwJimOliverMusic.com
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